Draft Agenda

1. Welcome by the RLMO Round Table Chairperson

2. Roll call

3. Approval of the agenda

4. Updates from the RLMOs
   
   *The RLMOs are invited to give a brief (10 minutes maximum) presentation of their activities during the past year*

5. The OIML Certification System (OIML-CS) and the RLMOs
   
   *The OIML-CS was launched on 1 January, 2018. New ideas and possible actions will be discussed to promote participation in the OIML-CS*

6. Other matters

7. Conclusions
   
   *The RLMO Round Table Chairperson will report on the conclusions of this Round Table at the 53rd CIML Meeting*

8. Arrangements for the next RLMO Round Table and closure of the meeting